Automated Vision-Based System for Parallel Contactless Micromanipulation
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Abstract—This paper presents the automated parallel non-contact manipulation of glass beads ranging from 30 up to 300 µm in size under water. Non-contact micromanipulation is performed by generating controllable laser-induced thermocapillary flows that are capable of dragging the beads. Automated manipulation process is achieved with visual servoing in order to accurately manipulate the beads in a parallel and high-speed manner. Image correlation allowed to detect the bead positions and to provide these positions to a mirror scanner that addressed the IR laser beam at a certain position from the bead. By scanning the laser beam from one bead to another, automated parallel manipulation of beads at speeds in the range of mm s⁻¹ was demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing miniaturization, development and production of microsystems in both the industrial and research field require versatile and autonomous micromanipulation systems of microcomponents. The diversification, in consequence complexity, of these systems such as MEMS, MOEMS, bioMEMS, hybrid electronic devices, needs the use of several microfabrication processes in order to engineer microcomponents made of different geometries, materials and physical properties. These components have to be assemble into microsystems for broad applications. Due to the potential market of micro and nano devices, industries need to improve their throughput. Indeed, the micromanipulation and assembly of microcomponents rely on operators thus limiting large production. However, autonomous micromanipulation and assembly systems could achieve cost-effective devices with high throughput. This field is rapidly progressing as autonomous systems are of great interest to massively parallel manipulate and assemble microscale parts. Several research groups are working on micromanipulation methods. Most works are based on mechanical or contact micromanipulation modes [1], [2], [3]. However, contact micromanipulation does not allow parallel manipulation capabilities at high-speed due to the limited displacement speed of microtools (tens of microns per second). Non-contact micromanipulation are more suitable for parallel manipulation. Among non-contact methods such as magnetic fields [4], [5], dielectrophoresis [6], [7], electroosmosis [8], electrowetting [9], acoustic waves [10], [11], thermocapillary flows [12], [13], [14], optical tweezers have achieved a more advance level of automation [15], [16]. Nevertheless, it is limited to objects up to tens of microns in size, transparent spherical objects and it reaches about tens of picoNewtons in forces. In this work a fully automated non-contact manipulation system capable of dealing with the challenges mentioned above is presented. The non-contact method used was the generation of highly localized microflows in a thin water layer using an infrared (IR) laser beam. The focused IR laser irradiated from below the liquid water layer thus producing a localized heat source by laser absorption. As a consequence, the established heat gradient at the liquid free surface generated unbalanced surface stresses. These stresses caused convection flows in order to reach an energetic equilibrium in the liquid medium, the Marangoni effect.

Fig. 1. Manipulation method using the Marangoni effect. (a) static microobject within a thin water layer, (b) IR laser beam is shot thus generating convection flows and microobject is dragged, (c) laser beam is shot into another position so that microobject follows it (inset shows a picture of the convection flows around the laser beam), (d) laser beam is turned off in order to place the microobject in a final position.

The flows are toroidal shaped around the heat source. A significant advantage of this method is that microobjects can be dragged by the flows regardless of their shape, material
composition and range size. While the IR laser beam is irradiating the liquid, the objects, inside the convection flows, move towards the laser beam. When the IR laser beam is switched off, the heat gradient disappears and therefore the convection flows become null (Fig. 1). As a result microobjects stop moving [17].

To accurately manipulate the microobjects using this method, it was necessary to automate the manipulation process. A visual servoing system was implemented with a high-speed camera that provided the images containing the objects while moving. Then using image processing methods the objects positions were obtained in order to be used as positions feedback in the implemented controller algorithm. Thus the IR laser shot was controlled regarding the positions of the microobjects. Furthermore, a strategy to accurately manipulate two glass beads in a parallel manner and at speeds in the range of mm·s$^{-1}$ was demonstrated.

The scenarios of interests are the manipulations of hybrid microscale parts for self-assembly for high-throughput microsystems production, or even the contactless manipulations of biological cells by only using liquid flows that could help to investigate in cells behaviors.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) with a 4× objective (numerical aperture NA= 0.1; working distance = 18.5 mm) and an 1.6 magnification lens giving a total magnification of 6.4, it allowed to have a visible workspace of about 5×5 mm$^2$. The manipulated objects were as large as 0.3 mm in size. An IR laser beam of 1480 nm wavelength, 120 mW of maximum power and a collimated radius of 3 mm was used, it was provided by OCTAX Microscience GmbH. The laser shot system was mounted at the microscope rear port. The IR laser has an absorption coefficient in liquid water of 23.45 cm$^{-1}$. Distilled water was used as the liquid medium. The filling depth was up to 0.6 mm for most experiments while maintaining a free surface, water-air interface. As a container, a petri dish made of soda-lime-glass with 60 mm in diameter and 12 mm in height was used. Considering all the optical components that the laser beam past through, including the petri dish, a 80 mW of power was measured at the output (120 mW of input power). This output power is used to irradiate the liquid layer, according to the Beer-Lambert law and taking 0.6 mm of water depth, a power of 3.13 mW is obtained at the liquid-air interface. As a result, about 96% of the laser power is absorbed by the water layer.

In order to monitor the sample and movement of the microobjects, a high-speed DALSA Genie Monochrome CMOS camera with 1 inch CMOS sensor and 1400×1024 pixels at a frequency acquisition rate of 60 fps was installed in the left port of the microscope. This camera allowed to take pictures by varying the image pixels and frame rate. Additionally, a C-mount Olympus lens adapter of 0.33× magnification was coupled to the camera in order to enlarge the field of view displayed on the computer screen. Fig. 2 illustrates the experimental setup, where a dichroic mirror (from Octax GmbH) was installed under the microscope nosepiece. This reflected the IR laser beam into the entrance pupil of the microscope objective in order to be focused into the sample. Furthermore, the mirror was mounted on a 2 degree of freedom electromagnetic actuator to move the mirror and in consequence to direct the laser beam at any x-y position of the sample workspace. A NI USB-6210 DAQ card was used to drive the mirror scanner and the laser beam shot.

A. Two DOF Tip-Tilt Mirror Scanner

As the setup is based on a commercial microscope, all components of the system were designed or chosen in order to...
be mounted on it. A 2-DOF mirror scanner was needed in order to direct the laser beam at the sample workspace and control it. Due to compactness, a custom-made TIP/TILT mirror scanner (Fig. 3(a)) was preferred to galvanometric mirrors [18], [19]. This device was developed by the CEA-LIST. It is a compact mechatronic device actuated by four electromagnets in a push-pull antagonistic configuration. The forces exerted by the actuators are illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The magnitudes of these forces are identical for each magnet. They are placed on four cardinal positions around the pivot of the mirror holder. Hence a couple of electromagnets gives 1 rotational degree of freedom. Due to its dimensions (50×50×15 mm$^3$) this device can be easily mounted on an inverted microscope, under the nosepiece as shown in Fig. 3(c). A dichroic mirror is mounted on this device, at a 45° position, in order to reflect the IR laser beam into the objective. In this configuration, the dichroic mirror makes a 45° angle with the incident laser beam and the microscope optical axis. It allowed to direct the laser beam at the sample without interfering with the imaging light directed towards the high-speed camera, thus reducing considerably the laser beam optical path and distortions.

III. AUTOMATION

A. System Calibration

The micromanipulation system had to be calibrated, due to geometrical distortions introduced by the mirror scanner and optical components, in order to have an accurate and precise control of the microobjects positions and manipulation. The IR laser beam, directed by the TIP/TILT mirror scanner into the sample, was not projected exactly on the desired position in the sample. For instance, if a square position reference was given to the scanner controller, in the sample the expected projected square trajectory of the laser beam was a curved trajectory. These distortions are explained in [20]. To correct the distortions, a third degree polynomial approximation was used as follows:

$$x_c = a_x x + b_x y + c_x x^2 + d_x x y + e_x y^2 + f_x x^3 + g_x y^2 xy + h_x y^2 x,$$

$$y_c = a_y x + b_y y + c_y x^2 + d_y x y + e_y y^2 + f_y x^3 + g_y y^3 + h_y y^2 x,$$

where $x_c$ and $y_c$ are the corrected positions of the laser beam in the sample. To calculate the coefficients of this equation system, at least eight positions values of $x$ and $y$ are needed to obtain an equation system of eight equations and eight unknowns respectively. The indexes 1 up to 8 represent the eight measured laser positions in the sample as follows:

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_{1c} \\ x_{8c} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 & y_1 & x_1^2 & \cdots & x_1^3 & y_1^2 x_1 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ x_8 & y_8 & x_8^2 & \cdots & y_8^3 & y_8^2 x_8 \end{bmatrix} P \begin{bmatrix} a_x \\ \vdots \\ h_x \end{bmatrix},$$

where $X$ is the corrected position vector, $P$ is the matrix containing the terms of the polynomial and $C$ is the coefficient vector of the polynomial, this gives $X = PC$. In order to solve this system, that means to find the coefficient vector, a reference position set of eight values was used for $X$. The values of $P$ were calculated with eight measured laser positions (Fig. 4(a)). The eight laser positions $\{(x, y)\}$ in the sample were captured by a camera and calculated by image segmentation. In other words, the mirror scanner was commanded by eight $X$ values that directed the laser beam at eight positions in the sample, then the eight laser positions $\{(x, y)\}$ were measured in order to compute the matrix $P$, finally the coefficients $C$ were calculated according to $C = P^{-1}X$. The same process was performed for $Y$ vector. Once $C$ obtained, the polynomial equations system (Eq. (1) and (2)) for $X$ and $Y$ was introduced in the scanner controller. For instance, Fig. 4(b) shows the desired linear trajectory positions of the laser beam in the sample (square marks), these are introduced to Eq. (1) and (2) in order to compute the command positions to be given to the mirror scanner (circle marks). As the scanner was commanded with voltage and the measured positions in the sample were in pixels, a linear correspondence was calculated in order to convert pixels to volts.
B. Image Processing

In the calibration process image segmentation was performed to obtain the laser positions from the sample. For the visual servoing of the automated micromanipulation system, an image correlation method was preferred because it is robust, fast and accurate for small regions of interests (ROIs). Fig. 5 shows the image correlation used to automate the manipulation process with position feedback. In order to track an object, a template of this (inset: top right of the figure) is first captured. The template is then correlated with the image ROI to calculate the correlation coefficients (Fig. 5(b)). The position of the maximum coefficient gives the position of the object, the brightest dot in the image. The image processing methods were performed using the OpenCV library.

![Fig. 5. Image correlation method used to track microobjects. (a) A template of a microbead is correlated to an image ROI of the workspace containing the object, inset: template of the microobject. (b) A map of the position of the microbead.](image)

C. Control Algorithm

The automation of the micromanipulation system was possible due to the predictable behavior of the convection flows and negligible inertial effects at this scale length. The control algorithm was developed in order to automatically manipulate microbeads in a parallel manner and at high speed. For instance, the handling of two glass spherical beads ranging from 30 to 90 µm in diameter are reported. In addition, with the algorithm presented below, spherical beads up to 300 µm can be automatically manipulated. This algorithm was developed based on a visual servoing in which the beads are tracked while moving until they reach their target position. The control algorithm was as follows (Fig. 6):

1) Initialization: Detection of the glass beads using image segmentation within an image frame of 500×500 pixels in size.
2) Image templates of the beads are captured and regions of interest (ROI) are located at the beads centre of mass.
3) Reference target positions are introduced by an user with a computer mouse or written in the program graphical unit interface (GUI).
4) Closed-loop starts: Image correlation starts to track the beads and give the calculated positions to the mirror scanner controller.
5) A vector path is computed between the bead and target positions.
6) The laser beam is directed by the scanner at a distance \( d \) from the bead. The laser is shot during an exposure time \( t_e \). The laser position shot is located on the computed vector path.
7) The ROI position is updated to the current bead position.
8) The bead is positioned at the target position, the mirror scanner is turned off and the manipulation process ends.

The beads were tracked in order to compute their position during the whole process. Their positions provided to the system the feedback position required to compute the location where the laser had to be shot until the beads reached their target position. The image correlation time depended on the size of the ROI. A size of 100×100 pixels was used and the time to find a bead position (size of a bead was about 10 up to 20 pixels in diameter) within the ROI was about 2 ms. After detection of the beads by segmentation, the templates were captured and the ROIs were positioned at the center of mass of the beads. Once the correlation was performed in the whole ROIs, the bead position were obtained. A vector path was then calculated between the bead and target positions. The laser is shot a distance \( d \) from the bead. The bead was dragged by the laser shot. The image correlation was performed in order to compute the new bead position. Once the bead position computed, the ROI updated its location in order to have the new bead position at the centre of the ROI. For a new bead position, vector path was recalculated. The calculation of the bead position is permanently tested, if the bead moves too fast and goes out of the image ROI, the process restarts in order to detect the current bead location. For each iteration, the distance between the bead and the target positions was compared to a tolerance distance introduced in the program. When the bead-target distance was smaller than a tolerance distance, the process ended. The tolerance gave the accuracy of manipulation. The highest accuracy that the system can achieve was one pixel, which is the position error given by the image correlation process. In the micromanipulation system, one pixel corresponded to 5 µm. The time to achieve the displacement of a bead in a closed loop was given by the addition of the laser exposure time (50-90 ms) and the scanner response time (125 ms) that gave 215 ms. The correlation time (2 ms) was not taken into account because the image correlation was performed in a parallel thread.

![Fig. 6. Schematic of the tracking method using image correlation. The laser is shot in order to the bead be dragged, the bead moves and the ROI updates its location at the new bead position. Once the bead position is computed, the laser is shot again.](image)
The automated manipulation process was implemented using the C++ language in a windows operating system. A multithreaded program was necessary to perform the tracking process, the IR laser shot with a determined exposure time and the GUI display in three threads respectively. A serial programming manner blocked these processes while one of them is being performed. For this purpose, the OpenMP application programming interface (API) was used. Fig. 7 shows the threads used in the program. Thread 1: Image acquisition and GUI display; thread 2: image processing; and thread3: DAQ NICard and control of the laser scanner and IR laser shot. These threads communicate each other through shared variables, two for the image acquisition and processing and two for the positions calculations.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the implemented multithreaded program. The main thread is divided into three independent threads which communicates between each other through shared and protected variables. $I_0,1$ and $P_0,1$ are the image and position shared variables.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The automated non-contact manipulation of two beads in parallel manner is depicted in Fig. 8. The glass beads were 50 and 85 μm in diameter respectively. The water depth was 450 μm. Firstly, the beads were located by the user in an image frame of 500 × 500 pixels (Fig. 8(a)). One pixel corresponded to 5 μm in the sample workspace. Then the detection process was activated on the GUI by the user. A detection filter was implemented to avoid the detection of particles or beads smaller than 30 μm and larger than 150 μm in diameter. These parameters can be changed in the program. Once the beads were detected, the user introduced the target positions or destinations by clicking with a computer mouse on the displayed video (Fig. 8(b)). The target positions were shown by a black circle of 50 μm in radius. This dimension also represented the positioning tolerance. That means when the beads centre of mass was located at a distance smaller the 50 μm from the target position, the automated manipulation process ended. This tolerance could be changed in the program. The highest accuracy measured was of 5 pixels (25 microns) with the implemented algorithm controller. However an accuracy of 1 pixel could be achieved with a more suitable controller. After the introduction of the target positions, the laser was shot at a distance of 450 μm from each bead and during 90 ms of exposure time (Fig. 8(c)). These parameters are according to [21] in order to drag the beads at a speed in the range of mm·s$^{-1}$. The laser position was switched from one bead to the other thus each bead was dragged one after the other (Fig. 8(c-h)). This strategy was implemented because of the radial shape of flows. Due to the different distance destinations, one of the two beads arrived at its target position faster (Fig. 8(g)). As a result, the laser shot focused on the remaining bead until it arrived at its destination. When the two beads were positioned in their respective target positions, the automated process stopped. Pictures in Fig. 8(b-h) are shown at an interval of 1 s, taking a time of 6 s since the user introduced the target positions until the beads arrived at their respective final positions. The trajectory of the beads were not straight, this was due to the radial shape of flows, however the algorithm controller achieved to position the beads at their destinations because the linear trajectories were computed at every position of the beads.

Fig. 8. Image sequence depicting the automated manipulation of two glass beads. (a) The bead positions are detected by the program using image segmentation. (b) The user introduces the respective target positions with a computer mouse by clicking on the image frame. (c-h) The IR laser is shot by switching its position from one bead to the other until the beads arrive at destination. The pictures are shown at intervals of 1 s. Scale bar of 200 μm.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE

A. Conclusion

In order to contactless manipulate microobjects in a parallel and at high speed manner, an automated non-contact micro-manipulation system is presented. This system is capable of manipulating objects regardless of the material composition and in addition within a large range size from 30 up to 300 μm. The automated manipulation of two glass beads was achieved and reported. A single 2-DOF mirror scanner allowed to addressed an IR laser at a specific position in the sample. A visual servoing was implemented to compute the bead position while moving and send the position to
the controller, thus the mirror scanner and laser shot were controlled. This was based on an image correlation method. It was demonstrated that convection microflows can be used to automatically manipulate objects under water without the need of mechanical grippers or tweezers. This is of great interest for the fabrication of hybrid microdevices, self-assembly or production with batch processes at the microscale for high throughput. With a faster mirror scanner and a more suitable algorithm controller the manipulation time could be improved. Moreover the induced microflows could be reconfigurable according to the required manipulation, for example flows can be engineered by changing the pattern of the laser beam irradiation such as circles, lines, multiple dots or other specific geometry, and in an automated manner.

B. Perspective

The automation of this method was implemented by a simple position feedback, in which the distance between the bead and goal position was computed in order to be compared to the tolerance position. A more suitable regulator could be implemented to improve the performances of the system, it could increase the speed and accuracy of the automated process. For instance, in the program the distance at which the laser was shot was not variable as well as the exposure time. If this parameters could be changed with respect to the computed distance between a bead and its destination, the bead could be moved faster when it is far from the goal position and slower when it is close to target position. Hence, a position accuracy of 1 pixel can be reached in a shorter time as 1 pixel is the error due to the image correlation. The main drawback of this method for a multiple bead manipulation is the toroidal shape of the engendered microflows, this is due to the radial symmetry of convection flows with respect to the heat source. The implemented control algorithm did not take into account this effect. A more suitable manipulation strategy could be implemented with a sophisticated regulator. Apart from the control algorithm, a faster mirror scanner could be used so that the laser could switch from one bead to another much faster or to generate dedicated patterns faster in order to manipulate the objects at higher speeds according to [21]. Future work will deal with the mentioned problems mentioned above, study of a better control and image processing algorithms for multiple beads and non-spherical micro-objects manipulation in an autonomous manner. Furthermore, it would be very interesting in using this method to manipulate biological cells such as ovocytes [22]. This could be possible because cells are spherical and flows are capable to drag them.
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